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ALCOHOL
by VOLUME

SERVING
TEMP

GLASSWARE

TOP-RATEd SELECTIONS:

For a more detailed description oF each style,
check out our weekly Beer Stylin’ & Profilin’ Blog at: 

httP://gatewayBeerS.wordPreSS.com
and be sure to connect with us on twitter and faceBook!

featured styles  
and selections

Belgian Strong Dark Ale

appearance
Should pour with a large, moussy head over a deep 
amber-to-copper brown colored body.

aromas & Flavors
Rich, malty sweetness, often accompanied by dark 
fruit qualities such as raisin, plum, and fig. Seasonal 
spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg, and ginger are 
usually present in the Holiday versions of this 
popular style.

mouthFeel
Complex, full-bodied, and smooth, but with 
noticeable alcohol warmth. Rich and decadent.

High 
8-11% 50º - 55º

bitter /
hoppyness

sweet /
maltiness

sour /
tartness

mouthFeel /
thickness

Flavor
volume

Cuvee Van De Keizer Blue• , 11% ABV
Achel Trappist Extra• , 9.5% ABV
Allagash Odyssey• , 10% ABV
Chimay Grande Reserve (Blue)• , 9% ABV
Unibroue Trois Pistoles• , 9% ABV
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featured styles  
and selections

appearance
Should have a persistent, off-white head over a fairly 
clear golden-to-amber colored body. 

aromas & Flavors
Intense, resinous hop aromas should be present. Hop 
flavor and bitterness should be prominent (grapefruit, 
pine, tangerine, pineapple are possible flavors), with 
a healthy, sweet malt backbone to balance the flavor.

mouthFeel
Medium body–sometimes sticky, with a smooth alcohol 
warming. The best varieties will not carry a harsh 
astringent aftertaste, but rather be smooth and dry in 
the finish.

Double IPA

Bell’s HopSlam• , 10% ABV (only available late January)
Stone Ruination• , 7.7% ABV
Dogfish Head 90 Minute IPA• , 9% ABV
Weyerbacher Double Simcoe• , 9% ABV
Port Brewing Mongo• , 8.5% ABV

Medium 
7-10% 45º - 50º

bitter /
hoppyness

sweet /
maltiness

sour /
tartness

mouthFeel /
thickness

Flavor
volume

NOTE: Hill Farmstead’s Abner, Russian River’s Pliny the Elder and 
Pliny the Younger are not listed as they are draft only selections.
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American Imperial Stout

appearance
Should have a rocky tan to brown head over an 
opaque, jet black body. Sticky lacing.

aromas & Flavors
Strong roasted malt aromas, often resembling coffee 
and dark chocolate. Flavor will have low to medium 
hop bitterness, but will be dominated by malt 
sweetness…roasted coffee, rich chocolate, caramel, 
and alcohol warmth.

mouthFeel
Full bodied, with a roast-driven astringency, but 
most will be will be smooth and creamy overall. 

Founders Kentucky Breakfast Stout• , 11.2% ABV
Dieu Du Ciel: Péché Mortel• , 9.5% ABV 
Alesmith Speedway Stout• , 12% ABV
Founders Breakfast Stout• , 8.3% ABV
Port Brewing Co. Older Viscosity• , 12.1% ABV

bitter /
hoppyness

sweet /
maltiness

sour /
tartness

mouthFeel /
thickness

Flavor
volume

High
8-11% 50º - 55º
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